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Motor “Identity”-A Motor Model 
for Torque Analysis and Control 
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Abstract- This paper introduces a novel concept in torque 
analysis and torque controller design, using motor identity. The 
concept of identity is defined and analysis for generating an 
optimal input current which can produce smooth and maximum 
torque output is described. The extraction process of identity 
from a motor is also provided. Simulations and experiments 
applying this identity concept in torque control on a permanent 
magnet synchronous motor are given. The results are compared 
with a conventional motor controller using 3-phase sinusoidal 
currents. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
RODUCTION of smooth and maximum torque are two P main performance goals in torque control of permanent 

magnet synchronous motors (PMSM’s). Various proposals 
have been advanced to solve these problems [1]-[3]. In all 
these proposals motor parameters such as inductances and 
resistances are used in lumped parameter models and used 
with the proposed control strategy with a view to achieve 
good torque performance. 

This paper presents a new approach for modeling the motor 
for torque analysis and control. This method is unconventional 
in that no parametric model of the motor is required, instead 
a new concept of motor identity is introduced and used. 
This identity can be represented in a matrix form-called the 
identity matrix. This characterizes the motor and this matrix 
can be used for torque analysis and control. The concept of 
identity is developed in order to provide an approach for 
determining the optimal current profile to achieve a specified 
torque performance. This concept may also be applicable to 
other synchronous machines but a PMSM is used here for the 
illustration of this concept. An analysis is also presented for 
deriving an optimal drive currents, which produces maximum 
and smooth torque, by using the motor identity. A method to 
extract the motor identity experimentally is also given in this 
paper. 

11. TORQUE PRODUCTION IN PMSM’s 
In the linear state where the machine is not saturated, the 

composite electromagnetic torque T, in a PMSM is described 
as [4]: 

1 dL 
‘ - 2  de 

T - -[It] . - * [It]T 
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where [It] is the phase current matrix and L is the inductance 
matrix of the motor. 

A conventional 3-phase synchronous machine contains four 
circuits. The armature coils A, B ,  C and field exciting coil f. 
Therefore, 

where L,  is the self inductance and the mutual induc- 
tance. The subscripts ! ,a ,  b ,c  denote the field coil, A-phase 
armature coil, B-phase armature coil and C-phase armature 
coil, respectively. 

It is easy to prove using field theory that if linearity is 
assumed, Adzy = My,, where 2 and y are dummy variables 
for the matrix above. The experimental results reported in 
reference [l] pointed out that this equation also holds well 
in the saturated state. Therefore, (1) can be rewritten as 

The first term on the right-hand side of (4) expresses a torque 
component which is due to the variation of self-reluctance of 
the field coil. In the following analysis, this component will 
be denoted by T f ,  that is 

The variation of self reluctance of the field coil is due to the 
existence of stator slots. The self reluctance of the field coil 
varies depending on the rotor position. This variation produces 
the torque Tf  as the field produced by the field current tends 
to minimize the self reluctance of the field coil. This cogging 
torque is a reluctance torque and it is not related to armature 
currents. 

Cogging torque exists as an electromagnetic torque in 
synchronous machines. However, cogging torques can be 
easily eliminated with skewed slots or skewed poles in the 
PMSM [5]. For simplicity, the cogging torque component is 
neglected in this study [l]. With this assumption the torque 
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equation (4) can be rewritten as 

111. TORQUE COMPONENTS 
The composite output torque of a motor can also be ex- 

pressed as a sum of the torque produced by the individual 
phases, called the "component torques." This concept of 
component torque is used here to facilitate the understanding 
of the concept of motor identity. Using this concept, (6) is can 
be rewritten as 

Ts(@) = TA(@) + TB(0) + TC(0) (7) 

where 

(9) 

(10) 

In this way, the electromagntic torque in a synchronous 
machine can be described by the component torques TA, TB 
and Tc. These torque components are defined as A-component 
torque, B-component torque and C-component torque, respec- 
tively. 

For a synchronous motor which has a symmetrical structure, 
its three sequence torques are symmetrical. Therefore, in the 
linear state, the analysis for one sequence torque allows the 
other sequence torque and hence- the composite torque of the 
motor to be deduced. 

The A-component torque can be further expressed as 

T A ( ~ )  = T A F ( ~ )  + TAA(Q) +  TAB(^) + TAC(Q) (11) 

where 

1 .  . dMac Tac(Q) = -tatc- 
2 d0 ' 

Taf in (12) is due to the interaction between the A-phase 
current and PM exciting field. T,, of (13) is produced by 
the variation of self-reluctance of the, A-phase armature coil, 
Tab of (14) and Tac of (15) are the results of the variation 
of mutual reluctance between A and B phase armature coils, 

respectively. The lirst Taf is conventionally known as exci- 
tation torque component and the latter three components are 
reluctance torque compdnents. 

w. THE IDENTITY OF A PMSM 
Equation (11) can be rewritten as 

TA = i a  . [if Taf + iaTaa + ibTab + icTac] 
= i a .  [Taf [Taa Tab Tac] ' [if i a  ib icIT 

=ia . [Taf 
= i, * [A] . [It]T. 

[ ~ a ] ]  * [ltIT 

(16) 

[R,] is defined as the A-component reluctance torque matrix. 
The matrix [A] in (16) is defined as the A-component Identity 
Matrix, or the "identity" of the motor. 

In a PMSM, the exciting field produced by the PM material 
can be represented as a field produced by a constant field 
current. When this field current is defined as the base field 
current i f b ,  [It], and [A] can be rewritten as 

[It] = [I i a  i b  ic] 

[AI = [ T a f  [Rail. (17) 

[Ea] ' [Taa Tab Tac] (18) 

From (16), the A-component reluctance matrix [R,] is 

In a symmetrical three-phase PMSM 

TA(B - 240') = TB(@ - 120') = Tc(Q).  (19) 

Therefore, (7) can be rewritten as 

Ts(6') = T A ( ~ )  + TA(B - 120') +TA(@ - 240"). (20) 

Equation (20) shows that if the A-component identity matrix, 
or the motor identity, is known, the torque-position charac- 
teristic of the PMSM can be deduced from the matrix for 
any drive currents. The use of motor identity thus provides a 
facility for torque analysis of the PMSM. 

The self inductances and mutual inductances of the electrical 
machines can be expressed with Fourier series. When is chosen 
as the angle between axes fixed to the moving field coil on the 
rotor and the stationary A phase armature coil on the stator 

(21) Lc(Q) =Lb(6' - 120") = La(6' - 240') 
MC,(6') = M b c ( Q  - 120" = Mab(Q - 240') (22) 
Mfc(6') = Mfb(Q - 120') = M f a ( Q  - 240') (23) 

and 
03 

M a f  = Fn cos [(Zn - l)O] (24) 

La = A, + An cos (Zn0) (25) 

(26) 

(27) 

n=l  
M 

n=l  
M 

Mab = B o  + Bn COS [2?2(6' - 60')] 
n=l 
00 

M a c  = CO + Cn COS [an(@ + SO')]. 
n=l  
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With these expressions, the components of the motor identity, 
as in (12) to (15), will be 

03 

T ~ ~ ( o )  = C ~~f~ sin [(2n - 1>0] (28) 

T,,(B) = T~~~ sin (anel (29) 

Tab(@) = Tabn sin [2n(6' - 60')] (30) 

Tac(6') = T,,, sin [2n(6' + 60°)]. (31) 

n=l 
03 

n=l 
03 

n=l 
m 

n=l 

The above equations for the torque components fit in the 
expression of identity in (17) 

TA = 2, . [ifT,f + i,T,, -I- &Tab -I- i,T,,] (32) 

to give the motor identity. The identity of the motor is thus a 
complicated function of the rotor position. 

However, when the effects of the higher order harmonics 
of these torque components are neglected, the A-Sequence 
Identity Matrix is simplified to 

A(8) = [Tafl sin (6') Taal sin (26') Tabl sin (26' - 120') 
Tacl sin (26' + 120°)]. (33) 

The identity that is characterized by this matrix is a simplified 
one, and a PMSM model which uses only such fundamental 
terms or first-order harmonics is termed the "first-order model" 
of the PMSM. It retains the important characteristics of the 
PMSM as the fundamental terms of identity are used. This 
simplified motor will be used to illustrate the use of motor 
identity in torque analysis and control and it is used in later 
sections. 

v. DETERMINATION OF OPTIMAL DRIVE 
CURRENTS USING MOTOR IDENTITY 

In motor drive control, there are always two desired per- 
formance specifications on drive currents: one which satisfies 
requirements to produce torque with no ripples, and another 
one to produce maximum torque for a given prespecified 
root-mean-square value of drive current. 

The component torque, and hence the total composite torque 
produced in a PMSM, have been shown to be functions of 
input currents and the motor identity, as in (16). The deter- 
mination of the ideal excitation that will produce a maximum 
per-phase torque or smooth torque while considering all the 
harmonics in current and identity can thus be formidable. In 
this paper, a drive current which satisfies both the smooth 
torque and maximum torque requirements is defined here 
as the Optimal Drive Current. An attempt is made here to 
determine this optimal current for PMSM's, based ,on the 
concept of motor identity. 

A spectral analysis on the motor identity can yield useful 
results on the production of smooth torque. The A-component 

torque of a PMSM can be expressed as a Fourier series 

N 

TA (8) = T A ~  COS (ne + Pn) (34) 
n=O 

The components of this series can be classified into four types 
of harmonics 

Type 1: n = 0; 
Type 2: n = 3i; 
Type 3: n = 3i + 1; 
Type 4: n = 32 - 1; 

where i = 1,2,3,... . 
Due to the symmetry in machine structure, the types 3 and 

4 harmonics do not contribute to the EM torque production of 
the PMSM. Therefore, substituting (34) to (20) 

Ts(6') =TA(~') + TA(6' - 120') + T A ( ~  7 240') 
m 

= 3TAo -k 3 T A ~ ~  COS (3i(6' - &)] (35) 
a = 1  

where TAO denotes a dc component with zero-order harmonics. 
Equation (35) clearly shows that if a constant and smooth 
torque is to be obtained, the triplen harmonics must not exist 
in the component torque TA. Phase current should thus be 
designed to satisfy this requirement. Following this require- 
ment, however, it should be reminded that phase current may 
contain triplen harmonics and arrangement has to be made to 
allow triplen harmonics to flow in the motor. 

Maximization of the torque production isuivalent to the 
minimization of losses from the drive current. To assess the 
copper loss of a motor, the index p l  described by (36) is used 

Pl = - ; L'i:(t) dt  

where T is the period of the drive current. 
If the motor is running in the steady-state mode and taking 

the rotor position as a function of time t, (36) can be written as 

(37) 

Hence, a desirable current profile ia(6') that can fullfil the 
maximum torque requirement can be stated as a current that 
satisfies the optimization of pl in (37). Equation (35) has 
shown that the triplen harmonics should not exist for a smooth 
torque production. As such the problem of finding the opti- 
mal drive current is equivalent to the following optimization 
problem: 

Tao=const 
Minimize [ 12r ix (6')  do ] ]  I 

TA (i, ,e)  sin (3n6') d6' = 0 

T~(Z,,6')COS(3n6')d6' = 0 withn = 1 , 2 , 3 * * - .  

(38) 
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The last two equations in the optimization are requirement 
for the production of smooth torque in PMSM, as described 
earlier. The problem can be reformulated as 

Maximize [TAO I ~ ~ ~ = ~ ~ ~ ~ t l  
27r 1 TA(~, ,  0) sin (3n0) d0 = 0 

1 T~(i,,0)cos(3nB)dB = 0 withn = 1 , 2 , 3 - . .  . 
2ff 

(39) 

The constrained variational problem described above is gen- 
erally difficult to solve. However, for a PMSM having the 
simplified identity matrix A in (33), the optimal drive current 
can be found. This is described in the next section. 

VI. THE OPTIMAL DRIVE CURRENT 
FOR FIRST-ORDER MODEL OF A PMSM 

A simplified model for a PMSM can be constructed by 
considering only the first-order harmonics in the A-component 
Identity Matrix, as already shown in (33). This model is 
termed the "first-order model" of the PMSM. In this section 
the optimal drive current will be synthezied for a PMSM 
represented by this model to illustrate the application of motor 
identity in torque control of PMSM's. 

Optimization of (38) or (39) gives the solution of an 
optimal current. For the production of smooth torque, it has 
already been shown in last section that no triplen harmonics 
should exist in the sequence torque. As for the production of 
maximum possible developed torque, the copper loss incurred 
in a motor drive system is considered, as described in (36). 
The drive current for a PMSM can generally be expressed in 
Fourier Series as 

00 

i a ( ~ )  = 

i c ( B )  = i,(0 - 240'). 

I, sin (ne + E,) 
n=O 

i b ( 0 )  = i,(e - 120') 

(40) 

The copper loss is 
00 

Pl = ; I;. 
n = O  
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TM = 1.928sin(6) + 0.28sin(36) -0.06sin(%) 
T, = 0.556~in(29) -O.O9~h(68) + 0.041 sin(l08) 
T* = 0.26~i42(6 - 6 0 9 -  O.O43sin[6(6 - 60°)]+0.018~in[10(8 - 6091 

r,(e) = T,(0+120") 

Fig. 1. Motor identity for experimental motor. 

7 (Sinusoidal 1 current feedback 
ar ldcntiv 

position feedback I 
Fig. 2. Torque controller based on motor identity. 

In the above equation, N can be any integer. If N is greater 
than 1, torque ripples will be produced. Therefore, an optimal 
drive current for the first-order PMSM is a sinusoidal current 
with 

i, =I.  sin (0 + E )  
i b  =I .s in(O--  120°+() 
i, = I .  sin (0 + 120' + S ) .  (47) 

With the sinusoidal current excitation chosen, the con- 
strained variational problem of (39) is modified to a con- 
strained one, 

Maximize TAO 

Pl=constant. (48) 

The expression for p l  is shown in (37). As T,bl  = TuCl, we 
have 

1 1 2  
TAO = - .T,fl ~ I c o s  ( E )  + 7 .  (T,,I +2Tu61) asin (at). '(49) 

To maximize the torque T'o, (49) is differentiated with 

2 

respect to and the derivative set to zero 
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and solution for the equation (51) gives 

for\Tafl < 0 

The solution of a delay angle 5 provides the optimal 
current for driving the PMSM. This is a sinusoidal current 
with the phase angle determined by (52). This result can 
be further generalized to motors having arbitrary identity, 
which may require more elaborate derivation and computation. 
Similar results for inserting a delay angle to achieve maximum 
torque performance have been obtained by other authors using 
analytical approaches based on dq theory [91. 

In summary, the optimal phase current should possess two 
features: first, it should not cause any triplen harmonics in the 
torque components; and secondly, a phase angle, which can 
determined by the identity of the motor, should be used in 
the current. 

Identity control speed profile 

Fig. 3. Simulation results. (a) Sinusoidal current control. @) Identity current control. 

In this example, the PMSM is assumed to be a motor with 
the identity consisting of only the first-order components. In 
general, the higher order components of the identity exist. In 
such cases the optimal drive current will have higher order 
harmonics. 

VII. EXTRACTION OF MOTOR IDENTITY 

The identity of a PMSM can of course be extracted from 
the measurements of the mutual inductances Maf ( e ) ,  &lab( 0) 
and self inductances La(@) ,  as suggested in (12)-(15). The 
measurements for these inductances can be done using either 
ac or dc methods [4]. However, identity has to be computed 
using derivations and this reduces the accuracy of the results. 
Another problem of such indirect measurements is that it is 
hard to control the position of the rotor accurately. 

A method is described below for the direct measurement of 
the motor identity. The voltage equation for A-phase coil is 

d q a j  +-+- d q a a  dQab + i a T a  (53) dt dt U, = - dt 
where Q a f ,  Qaa ,  @ab and QaC are the flux linkages of A-phase 
coil induced by i f ,  i,, i b  and ic respectively. When the motor 
is driven to rotate at a constant speed w and the armature 
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Fig. 4. Experimental results. 
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current are kept constant. This equation can be rewritten as 

+if--- dM,,i d0 + iara. 

(54) 

Based on this equation, the motor identity can be derived by 
using the following steps. 

Step 1: The motor is driven at a constant speed w .  Let i,, i b  
and i ,  be zero. Record A-phase voltage U,l ( e ) .  It yields 

(55) 

Step 2: Let i, = ibase, i b  and i, be zero, record A-phase 
voltage Ua2 ( e ) ,  B-phase voltage Ub.2 ( e ) ,  and C-phase voltage 

Step 3: Let ia = - ibase,  i b  and i, be zero, record A-phase 
voltage Ua3( e ) ,  B-phase voltage ub3  ( e ) ,  and C-phase voltage 

Step 4: Calculate the components Tua ( e ) ,  T a b  ( e ) ,  Tac( e )  

uc, (0).  

Uc3(0). 

with the following equations. 
1 

Taa = -[Ua2(8) - Ua3(0) - 2iara] 

Tab w [ U b  ,(e) - Ub3(e) - 2iara]  

2w 
1 

1 
2w (56) 

With these voltage acquisitions and computations, all the 

T a c  = -[[vcz(e) - uc3(Q) - 2iar,]. 

components of the identity can be obtained as in (17)-(18). 

VIII. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Simulation and experiments have been carried out on a 
PMSM with multistacked imbricated rotor design [8] to prove 
the feasibility of using motor identity in torque control. The 
identity of the motor is experimentally acquired and is as 
shown in Fig. 1. 

The simulations and experiments are based on the controller 
structure depicted in Fig. 2, where a specified torque reference 

Convennonal Inverter ................................................................................................ 

I ............................. i ................................................................ : 

(a) 

Modified inverter stnrcture 
................................................................................................. 

: .............................................................................................. , 

(b) 
Fig. 5.  Converter structure for identity controller. 

command is fed to the identity controller, and the identity 
algorithm generates an optimal current that ensures both 
smoothness and maximum developed torque. The results are 
compared with a conventional sinuosisal current control, also 
known as id = 0 control [9], where sinusoidal currents are 
fed to the motor. 

Extensive simulations and experiments have been carried 
out and a typical simulation result is shown in Fig. 3. An 
experimental result is also shown in Fig. 4. The results show 
an improvement on the torque ripples and the magnitude of 
torque that can be produced by the same rms current. 

It is worthwhile to point out an essentid point in the 
implementation of torque controller based on identity analysis: 
there are triplen harmonics in the system and a new covnerter 
structure in Fig. 5 has to be employed to allow these harmonics 
to flow in the system. The harmonics in a typical optimal 
current is shown in Fig. 6. 

IX. DISCUSSIONS 
From the analysis of identity control provided in this paper, 

an optimal input phase current can be determined based on 
the motor identity, to produce optimum torque performance. 
However, if a desired identity is specified, it is also possible to 
optimize the motor structure to give the desired motor identity. 
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desired motor identity. 

Fig. 6.  Harmonic contents in a typical optimal current. 

The first problem of finding an optimum current to control the 
PMSM is termed as the Identity Control. The second problem 
of designing a motor structure to achieve a specified identity, 
is termed the Identity Design, and it falls into the category of 
inverse electromagnetics [6], [7]. To illustrate 

Identity Control-For drive controller designs; 
-Identity of the motor is experimentally 
acquired, controller is then designed and 
optimized to achieve optimal torque perfor- 
mances. 

-Motor structure is optimized during the 
design process so that it will produce the 

Identity Design -For motor designs; 

The use of the optimal current described in this paper is 
limited by the power electronic devices used in the motor 
driver. In order to attain certain torque performance, current 
with high-frequency components may be required and this may 
well beyond the bandwidth of the power electronic systems. 

x. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

The concept of motor identity is introduced in this paper. 
The use of the identity in torque analsysis and torque control 
is also presented. It is shown that with the motor identity, 
an optimal drive current can be determined which can give 
smooth and maximum developed torque. A description of 
a direct measurement method to extract the identity from a 
PMSM is provided. Simulation and experimental results are 
also given in the paper. Research in extending the concept of 
identity to other synchronous motors will be presented in the 
future. 
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